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High Technology on Polymer Pistols...



The brand stems from the Zira Silah San. Tic. Ltd. Sti. from 2008. Carrera Guns have 
a long history of experience in the development and production, therefore it is not 
surprising, that their market launch will have an unparalleled success all over the 
world. Every user will  appreciate deeply the Carrera brand and many times in usage 
life period would not pass without it.
 
There is a good reason why Carrera Pistols and Revolvers will be always the first choice. 
Carrera is the only major manufacturer of blank&signal pistols that offers replicas 
and small arms exclusively from its own production. State-of-the art manufacturing 
methods ensure excellent dimensional accuracy and a fine surface finish. The 
extraordinary precision and optimised trajectory of the pistols are impressive.
 
Carrera Arms Companies every employee has a valuable experience which is always 
taken into account in the development process and influences every smallest detail 
of the production flow. This personal commitment is an important part of our fair 
philosophy. Since the beginning of 2008 Carrera Arms Company offers the Premium 
Carrera Blank Pistols & Revolvers for demanding users.
 
Carrera Arms, will begin operations sharing a corporated manufacturing plant 
in Dudullu Umraniye with Zira Silah San. Tic. Ltd. Sti. which is managed by Rıdvan 
AKDAL has been named President of Carrera Arms. And will also represented by 
Mesut CAKICI has been named as Export & Import Manager of Carrera Arms as well.

www.carreraarms.com
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[BLACK/BLACK]
Hıgh Power in comfort RS14
Light weight, open slide, small size with 14 rounds magazine. 
Full auto option will be available.

Caliber    9 mm
Overall length    170 mm
Width     32.9 mm
Height     123 mm
Weight    600 g
Magazine capacity 14+1 pieces

SPECIFICATION
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[BLACK/BLACK]
One Goal, One Passion RS18
Light weight small size with 14 rounds magazine. 
Full auto option will be available.

Caliber    9 mm
Overall length    170 mm
Width     32,9 mm
Height     123 mm
Weight    631 g
Magazine capacity 14+1 pieces

SPECIFICATION
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[BLACK/BLACK]
Double the pleasure with RS38 in your life...
With Open slide and Sub compact size RS38 will effect your pleasure as DOUBLE.

Caliber    9 mm
Overall length    170 mm
Width     32,9 mm
Height     123 mm
Weight    600 g
Magazine capacity 14+1 pieces

SPECIFICATION
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[BLACK/BLACK]
Details which converts weapon into passion
RS-34, Special for the people who wants to live weapon passion
at its peak with 9mm caliber, 7+1 magazine capacity and with  its light weight to 
forget its presence

Caliber    9 mm
Overall length    160 mm
Width     32 mm
Height     130 mm
Weight    525 g
Magazine capacity 7+1 pieces

SPECIFICATION
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FRAME COLORS SLIDE COLORS 
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[BLACK/BLACK]
High Prestige in RS30 SPIRIT
You will understand  when  you handle the RS30 is not only a pistol, it is a symbol 
of High Prestige. Already it will suits to your style Totally...

Caliber    9 mm
Overall length    175 mm
Width     32,50 mm
Height     126 mm
Weight    780 g
Magazine capacity 14+1 pieces

SPECIFICATION
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For the people who has never satisfied with 
ordinary
Is being ordinary? Never! GT-50 has a striking and ambitious design that will add 
prestige to your prestige just as you dream…

Caliber    9 mm
Overall length    193 mm
Width     33,30 mm
Height     140 mm
Weight    866 g
Magazine capacity 17+1 pieces

SPECIFICATION

[BLACK/BLACK]
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Your response is to live with this pleasure
Caliber    9 mm
Overall length    191 mm
Width     33 mm
Height     138 mm
Weight    870 g
Magazine capacity 17+1 pieces

SPECIFICATION

[BLACK/BLACK]
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Caliber    9 mm
Overall length    210 mm
Width     33,80 mm
Height     140 mm
Weight    838 g
Magazine capacity             17+1 pieces

SPECIFICATIONFor those who wishes always more
You will find more than one weapon on it... Extraordinary lines,  exclusive design 
and charismatic appearance GTR-77.

[BLACK/BLACK]
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Nobility and power will be in your hands!
If the subject is to choose a gun, it must be perfect just like a sophisticated 
weapons with  the special-handled design and powerful mechanism. GTR79 as it 
is....

Caliber    9 mm
Overall length     193 mm
Width     32,40 mm
Height     138 mm
Weight    900 g
Magazine capacity 17+1 pieces

SPECIFICATION
[BLACK/BLACK]
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FRAME COLORS SLIDE COLORS 
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[BLACK/BLACK]
High Prestige in STI30 SPIRIT
You will understand  when  you handle the STI30 is not only a pistol, it is a symbol 
of High Prestige. Already it will suits to your style Totally...

Caliber    9 mm
Overall length    175 mm
Width     32,50 mm
Height     126 mm
Weight    780 g
Magazine capacity 14+1 pieces

SPECIFICATION
FULL & SEMI AUTO
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For the people who has never satisfied with 
ordinary
Is being ordinary? Never! STI-50 has a striking and ambitious design that will add 
prestige to your prestige just as you dream…

Caliber    9 mm
Overall length    193 mm
Width     33,30 mm
Height     140 mm
Weight    866 g
Magazine capacity 17+1 pieces

SPECIFICATION

[BLACK/BLACK]
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FULL & SEMI AUTO



Your response is to live with this pleasure
Caliber    9 mm
Overall length    191 mm
Width     33 mm
Height     138 mm
Weight    870 g
Magazine capacity 17+1 pieces

SPECIFICATION

[BLACK/BLACK]
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FULL & SEMI AUTO



Caliber    9 mm
Overall length    210 mm
Width     33,80 mm
Height     140 mm
Weight    838 g
Magazine capacity             17+1 pieces

SPECIFICATIONFor those who wishes always more
You will find more than one weapon on it... Extraordinary lines,  exclusive design 
and charismatic appearance STI 77.

[BLACK/BLACK]
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FULL & SEMI AUTO



Nobility and power will be in your hands!
If the subject is to choose a gun, it must be perfect just like a sophisticated 
weapons with  the special-handled design and powerful mechanism. STI79 as it 
is....

Caliber    9 mm
Overall length     193 mm
Width     32,40 mm
Height     138 mm
Weight    900 g
Magazine capacity 17+1 pieces

SPECIFICATION
[BLACK/BLACK]
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FULL & SEMI AUTO



Nobility and power will be in your hands!
If the subject is to choose a gun, it must be perfect just like a sophisticated 
weapons with  the special-handled design and powerful mechanism. 
STI90 as it is....

Caliber    9 mm
Overall length     193 mm
Width     32,40 mm
Height     138 mm
Weight    900 g
Magazine capacity 17+1 pieces

SPECIFICATION
[BLACK/BLACK]
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FULL & SEMI AUTO




